International Association for Corporate & Professional Recruitment

For over 35 years, the International Association for Corporate & Professional Recruitment has
provided the senior-level recruitment community with opportunities to network, share best practices
and build cutting-edge expertise within a collaborative environment. The organization’s members
have included a wide range of recruitment professionals whose current and primary responsibilities
are focused on executive-level talent acquisition and retention.
Proprietary research papers, outstanding presentations by top experts in the human capital field and
internationally recognized conferences have been the ongoing foundation for the IACPR’s success.
But what members cite as the IACPR’s greatest benefit is the chance to network with other top human
capital professionals – executives who understand the recruitment challenges and complexities
businesses face and can share their own perspectives on real-life solutions.
This is the only forum where experienced corporate recruitment and retained search professionals can
come together to discuss talent management issues in an interactive environment built on trust.
•

The IACPR Leadership Strategies Summit is the premier conference where Chief Human
Resources Officers, Senior Corporate Talent Strategists and Retained Search Executives - drawn
from global Fortune corporations, smaller fast-growth companies and prestigious retained search
firms - can meet to discuss attracting, developing and retaining world-class leadership teams,
open to listening, sharing and learning with fellow participants.

•

The IACPR Small Search Firm Forum limits attendees to 35 successful boutique retained search
founders, CEOs and equity partners whom you realize within the first half-hour of the Forum you
trust and respect. What you say in the room, stays in the room. But the value and insights you
gain help address the unique operational, management and quality service challenges that
retained search firms face.

“At the IACPR Small Search Firm Forum, you are interacting with true peers – and share issues openly
and honestly. I became a member attracted to the strong content of the meetings – and the quality of the
topics and of the speakers has been outstanding. You can’t find this level of dialog among very senior
recruitment professionals anywhere else.” Bobbie Stone

